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The “Express Dialing” feature only works on the iPhone.
Very often, you would like to record a situation, like for
example an advertisement that you hear that you would lie
to record. By time you get your iphone out, and push keys
that trigger recording, you miss the recording, because
you were not fast enough to capture the recording.
Before we get into detail, regarding how Express Dialing
works, you need to know the basic way that recordings
are made.
Recordings are made by either you, or the system dialing,
one of two phone numbers.
One number is (732 673-2255) (RecordCall), which causes
a recorded phone call to be made.
The other number is (937 732-6737)
(YesRecords). This number causes the phone to directly
record, like an old fashioned Tape Recorder.
Accordingly, there are two ways to accomplish the
objective of Express Dialing.
One way is to use the “Favorite” feature on the iPhone.
Here, you touch one of two contacts, that are named
“Record” and “Dial”.
You make both of them favorites.
To immediately begin recording, you just touch the
“favorite” contact that you want.
“Record” would begin recording immediately, and “Dial”
would ask you enter the phone number, that you want to
make the recorded call to.
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The second way is to use the iPhone Siri feature.
Here you speak your request.
To make a recorded phone call you just say:“Hey
Siri, DIAL”.
To make a Tape Recorder type recording, you just
say:“Hey Siri, RECORD.
Now for the bad news.
As you probably guess, there are “Things” you
need to do, to make the mentioned, Express
Dialing work.
On the bright side, what is needed for you to do,
is mostly simple, and you will find, clear
instructions. These are the 3 groups of
installation items required.
A. 2 Phone Contacts are needed.
B. Apple “Shortcut” software that does automatic
dialing.
C. Teach iPhone to learn how to recognize your
voice.
You will find a separate page, or pages for each
group.
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A.Add Phone Contacts
RecordCall-7326732255
YesRecords-9377326737
These are the normal iPhone Contacts.
As you most likely know that when you enter a
new Contact, you touch the + sign and you
enter the new Contact information by using the
two important fields here. These fields are “First
Name” and “add phone”.
Here is the information for the two Contacts.
For the Record Contact, use
“RECORD” for the First Name and
“9327326737” for the add phone.
For the Dial Contact, use
“DIAL” for the First Name and
“7326732255” for the add phone.
Then go to the “Favorites”. Again, touch the +
sign and add “RECORD” AND “DIAL” to the
“Favorites”.
Its best if “RECORD” and “DIAL” are the only
Favorites, so they will easy to locate, when they
are needed.
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B.Build

DIAL

Shortcut

